AUSTRALIA

Around the World

FEB 23-15 MAR

Including the AVALON INTERNATIONAL AIRSHOW

Concentrating on Australia, with a few extra interesting stops
This trip will be limited to 20 people and needs confirming early, to keep price this low.
SAT 23 Depart from UK in the afternoon (possibly via KUL) to HO CHI MINH CITY

, arriving next day.

SUN 24 We arrive early the next morning and drop our bags at our hotel, opposite the terminal building.
We spend the whole day at the end of runway, at a rooftop bar with great beer and fantastic views
MON 25 The whole day free to relax at the bar and chance to visit the nearby Yak 40, B707 and other
museums. Our evening flight is by Scoot, to SINGAPORE. We have a long overnight transit here, so stop
at the airside transit hotel.
TUE 26 Leave the hotel for a walk around the terminals, before boarding our onward lunchtime flight to
PERTH. After a look around, we transfer to our nearby airport hotel.
WED 27 In the morning we watch the commuter departures head out to the mines. The rest of the day we
spend at the viewing area and can visit JANDEKOT.
THU 28 Lunchtime flight by Virgin Australia to ADELAIDE. We collect our vehicle and have a look around
the main airport. Our hotel is close by.
FRI 1 We have a morning ramp visit at PARAFIELD airport, then head back and spend time watching the
local commuters, before our afternoon flight to MELBOURNE. We drive from the terminal area, to the GA
area and maintenance area and the viewing park. Our hotel is on the approach.
SAT 2 We drive south to AVALON for the 2019 INTERNATIONAL AIRSHOW. We return via POINT COOK
RAAF MUSEUM and MOORABBIN, where there is the National aviation museum.
SUN 3 Today we have a planned ramp tour at ESSENDON in the morning and then an afternoon flight to
CANBERRA. There are usually a few government aircraft here, We have the night here.
MON 4 After a quick look around the airport we drive north, with stops at NOWRA and the Fleet Air Arm
museum, then WOLLONGONG and the Qantas historical museum. Then onward via CAMDEN and then
arrive at SYDNEY airport. Our hotel here overlooks the runway.
TUE 5 The whole day free, to spend in the domestic terminal, or the parking area next to the runway.
WED 6 Another free day and option to visit BANKSTOWN and RICHMOND airbase.
THU 7 A mid morning flight to BRISBANE. We can have a look around the airport or view from our hotel
which is overlooking the terminal area.
FRI 8 Transfer to the terminal for our late morning Air Niugini flight to PORT MORESBY. We have the
whole afternoon to explore the airport and have a nearby hotel.
SAT 9 Free morning before our lunchtime flight to AUCKLAND. Our hotel is a short distance from the
terminal.
SUN 10 Today we spend some time at the landing area viewing park and can also visit the downtown
museum, or ARDMOOR Airport.
MON 11 All day in the Auckland area, with a late evening Hawaiian Airlines flight to HONOLULU.

MON 11 (B) We arrive early, with the whole day free to watch movements from the back of the airport.
TUE 12 Our second day on the island. We depart by Hawaiian A330 to LOS ANGELES. Arriving in the
evening, we collect our vehicles and look around LAX and spend some time on Imperial Hill. Our hotel is
between the runways.
WED 13 Free day to spend at LAX or other area airports, LONG BEACH, VAN NUYS, ORANGE COUNTY,
BURBANK, ONTARIO Etc.
THU 14 Last day of the trip, spent in the LAX area. Late afternoon, we return to the UK, arriving next day

- Extend in LAX at no extra cost -Early booking is essential to secure low price seats-

Limited to only 20 people
Est

Cost: £3499

Deposit: £599

Single Room: £699

Cost includes: All flights & taxes, Ground transportation, 18 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)

(Interim payment of £500 due in August)

